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Why children’s placements in France are a large scale
Pizza-Gate organized by the French Government

Below is substantiated evidence of this claim,
qualified by french law, which is founded upon human rights.

The judgment of children’s mistreatment cases should be related to the french Penal Code 
since it is a very serious crime, but it is instead related to the Civil Code. 

Therefore, the civil judges in charge of judging children’s mistreatment cases in France are NOT 
competent.

Furthermore, children’s mistreatment is described in very vague terms in the french Civil Code. 

It doesn’t describe a children’s mistreatment, it describes all children as children to be taken away 
from their families (since 1958, article 375 of the french Civil Code).

Examples of typical reasons for placing a child away from his family in France :
Reason 1: “The child is in symbiosis with his mother.”
Reason 2: “The parents gave their vision of the world to their child.”

Indeed, in France children are taken away from their families because their family love them and 
because parents want to give their child their vision of the world.

Article 1187 of the french Civil Code:

For cases of child placement, attorneys cannot give a copy of the case’s documents to their clients 
(the parents).

In France, the most dangerous criminals can see all their case’s legal documents, but not 
parents when it is question their child be taken away from them.

The judges and social workers also refuse them the reading and copying of such documents.

Regarding French law, this is a violation of defense’s rights, which states that the defending and 
attacking sides   must have the same information before   a   court hearing.  

The 3 previous points show without a doubt that in France children’s placements cases are judged 
by an exceptional court that is contrary to international law.

Even following these previous points, children’s placements should be an exception.

However it is a fact that in the majority of cases, the children are placed, away from their families.



At the time of writing (14 june 2021) the total of children placed in France is between 500 000 and 
650 000 (INSEE). 

Also for example, in 2014, the department of Nord had 11 000 children placed.

Since the decentralization of the republic said french in 1983, the more departments in France place 
children away from their families, the more they get paid by the french regime.

When parents defend themselves, social workers and judges accuse them of “opposing the 
administration”.

They cease to be neutral, using bullying tactics against parents.

Further, when social workers ask parents for an authorization and they refuse, the social workers 
ask the same authorization to the judges without the parents and obtain it.

When parents want to protect their children from this illegal court, social workers and judges accuse
them of child kidnapping. They accuse them of what they are actually doing themselves.

When placed, a new social security number is given to children, preventing parents from 
knowing which doctor there are shown to, and which medication is given to them.

Indeed, by doing so, social workers hide the rape of children they have the charge of, they hide 
their pregnancy following rape (!), and they hide the psychotropic drugs they give them to 
prevent them from wanting to escape this nightmare.

In cases of rape in children’s homes or host families, prosecutors never prosecute. No police 
investigation is ever opened, no ADN tests are done, no victim hearing, no medical 
investigation, no MRI, no search of truth.

The CPOM, the “Contrat Pluriannuel d’Objectifs et de Moyens” is a contract between the 
departmental counsel and the associations, and fixates the terms for most child placements.

It plans, for the next five years, the number of children to place.

It is the projection of the number of future child mistreatment cases, but it is not possible to project 
such a number. This contract actually plans the number of child kidnappings to be committed 
by social workers and judges in order for the department to be paid by the french 
government.

A child placed is indeed worth 8 000 euros/month for french departments. For handicapped 
children, it is 22 000 euros/month. 

This shows without doubt that the french system not only wants children away from their 
families for money but also wants them broken for more money.

Judges refuse to apply the principles of French law and don’t respect law procedures.

- the Appeal Court does not respect the 3 months delay

- Inscriptions of fake in writing are ignored

- Service bailiffs are ignored



- etc.

For child mistreatment cases, parents are continually judged by the same judges. This is illegal in 
most countries.

Children are blackmailed by social workers, who say: “if you escape, we will hurt your parents.”

Parent’s are blackmailed by social workers, who say: “if you demand your rights, or protest in 
public, you will never see your child again.”

They oppress children and parents by the love they mutually hold.

When a child is placed, his parents are denied social aid money. Therefore parents lose their homes 
that they cannot pay anymore, they are forced to move to a small apartment without a room for the 
child. 

This lack of a room is enough ground for social workers and judges to never give back the child to 
his parents.

They create a vicious circle by placing the child.

Judges cannot rule on the grounds of truth, because parents and children are never both present at 
court hearings.

Social workers have no qualifications (no degrees qualifying them for their work).

In most cases the Court of Appeal confirms the previous judgments.

The Court of Cassation is not accessible to parents.

Judges always follow what social workers say to them.

60% of adopted children in France, come from children placed under the previous conditions.

80% of placed children are raped.

Etc. etc. etc.

All of this has been denounced by many french institutions already such as the IGAS, The
“Cour des Comptes” when Philippe SEGUIN worked for it, the french Ministry of Justice

(Cathala report), the INSERM.

But it was also denounced by french television channels in the following TV programs: France
2 “Envoyé Spécial” in 2007, France 3 “Pièces à Conviction” in january 2019, M6 “Zone

Interdite” in january 2020

Despite all of these denunciations, the government in France has never changed its criminal
ways, which actually worsened decade after decade.

The republic said french is therefore guilty of the mass organized stealing of children and
crime on the children and families of the people it is supposed to protect, for money.
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Furthermore, the Mia case was in fact 
the lawful restitution of such a stolen child to her mother, 

Lola MONTEMAGGI. 

Her daughter was stolen from her following 
such a fraudulent judgment as described in the above points.

Thank you for reading until the end.


